Abstract-Having a risky sexual behavior increases the likelihood of infection by the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which causes the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). This has been a long lasting problem in high-risk populations such as sex workers: individuals in this population may face drug addiction and share infected needles, or have unprotected sex, and both issues can result in an HIV infection that may then be transmitted to other parts of the population. To study the dynamics of the HIV epidemic in such a high-risk community, we propose a model in which the population is represented as a cellular automaton. At the macro-level, our model accounts for the fact that the sexual behavior of an individual is influenced by the social norms of his acquaintances (social network) as well as by his awareness of HIV status. At the micro-level, randomized neighborhoods provide an explicit representation of personal interactions standing for the large number of nonrepeated encounters in populations at risk. Our simulations study the dynamics of the disease for different social norms as well as the probability that a seropositive individual get tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2008, 2.7 million people became infected with HIV and 2 million deaths were ascribable to the infection, for a total of 33.4 million people living with HIV [1] . Thus, the HIV pandemic remains a major preoccupation for public health and a vast body of research continues to be devoted to the understanding of the transmission mechanisms and their associated risk factors. This understanding can be obtained by ways such as field work summarizing statistical data in specific populations, or by theoretical models bolstered by real-world data. Models can be used for recommendations (e.g., how to allocate resources in a given population), projections, or to analyze the interplay between different factors. Our approach focuses on the latter.
Research has shown that the social network of an individual (i.e., the characteristics of his acquaintances) plays a major role in his sexual behavior. Indeed, the community dictates behavioral norms to which individuals conform even if they are aware of the inherent risks, and this has prompted prevention strategies aiming at shifting norms in high-risk groups towards safer behaviors [2] . The role of acquaintances and the norms they convey is illustrated by the following two findings. Firstly, a homeless young adult, who belongs to a population at risk, can be coerced to trade sex by acquaintances, which increases the likelihood of risky behaviors [3] . Secondly, also for homeless young adults, the "odds of HIV-risk were lower with a greater number of peers who attend school, have a job, or have positive family relationships" [4] : in a nutshell, the more pro-social peers and the less HIV sex risk behavior [5] . Thus, the behavioral norms can have a negative (social pressure) or a positive (social support) impact, not only on the likelihood of the infection but also on the survival once infected [6] . Our model takes into account this important feature by considering that one's behavior depends on the balance of positive and negative influences received from acquaintances. We consider environmental influences to be expressed via individuals.
However, the social network exerts an influence on the individual but would fail to alone describe one's behavior. For example, an individual who is aware of his seropositivity may choose to disclose his status to his sexual partner, which may lead to less risky sexual activities [7] or to risky activities practiced only with other seropositive individuals [8] . On the other hand, an individual who is not aware of his seropositivity and yet receives the same social influences is likely to yield more acute risks. Thus, our model represents different states of the population using a compartmental framework [9] , [10] . Concretely, we divide the population into epidemiological classes based on HIV status, awareness of seropositivity, and sexual behavior [11] .
A crucial feature of compartmental frameworks is that they are homogeneous-mixing models. Concretely, they assume that all individuals have the same likelihood of infection. From a social network perspective, this is assuming that all individuals are in contact with each others, which is clearly not in agreement with the reality of HIV in humans: individuals have different social networks and this heterogeneity impacts the dynamics of infection [12] . Thus, we include heterogeneity in social networks using a cellular automaton (CA) [13] . This technique had been advocated to model complex social processes and diseases [14] , [15] , [16] , and has seen a growing number of applications to the dynamics of HIV in the last decade [17] , [18] . A side effect of using a CA is that we employ a discrete model, whereas a purely compartmental framework is a continuous model (it is formalized by differential equations which express the mean-field-like approximation of the corresponding CA model). Having a discrete model differentiates our approach from, for example, a continuous model on a square lattice with sexual contacts between neighbors [19] . Furthermore, we differ from such models by using randomized neighbors in the automaton to account for the large number of non-repeated encounters in high-risk populations [20] targeted by our approach, such as men who have sex with men and sex workers.
In Section II, we introduce the epidemiological classes of our model and how individuals flow between classes under the social influences of their acquaintances. In Section III, we study the dynamics resulting from improvements on positive influences and/or the probability that seropositive individuals get tested, and we summarize the overall behavior of the model. Finally, we discuss the main assumptions and we suggest improvements.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Compartmental Model
We consider a constant population divided into five epidemiological classes, depending on HIV status, awareness of seropositivity (i.e., infection by HIV), and sexual behavior. We use the abbreviation H to denote a class with a high-risk sexual behavior, and similarly L for a class with a low-risk sexual behavior. A class labelled with a − denotes non-seropositive individuals, while a + denotes seropositive individuals. In the latter, individuals may be unaware of their status, which we denote by a U. One special class D accounts for seropositive individuals who decreased their high-risk sexual activities given their status. These combination yield the classes LU + , HU + , H − , L − and D. The features that we take into account to establish classes have been used in several other models. For example, the model in [21] had three classes based on seropositivity and awareness (thus roughly equivalent to H − /L − , LU + /HU + , and D) and a fourth one representing individuals with AIDS. Furthermore, heterogeneity in sexual behavior was considered by the model in [22] using changing partners. Among other important features found in models of HIV, delays can express that the likelihood of an individual to transmit the disease depends on his stage. We model delays by equipping individuals with counters, as detailed in the next section.
B. Cellular Automaton
We explicitly model an individual and his sexual partners at a given time step by using a cellular automaton. A cellular automaton is a regular grid of cells, each representing an individual. In this study, we use a common type of toroidal grid in two dimensions consisting of square cells. The state of a cell, or the epidemiological class of the associated individual, varies according to rules. The rules describe how individuals change simultaneously at each time step, as a result of who they interact with. In other words, they govern changes in individuals given social influences. Social influences can be broadly classified in two types: they can be safe such as being influenced by an individual in class D who opted for sexual practices with very low risks, or they can be unsafe when an individual with a high-risk sexual behavior influences an individual with a low-risk sexual behavior. The probability of being encouraged toward safe practices is denoted by α, and the probability of encouragement toward unsafe influences is denoted by β.
In a high-risk population, there is a large number of nonrepeated encounters. Thus, we change the sexual partners at each time step by using a randomized neighborhood. Concretely, the partners of a given cell are always chosen among the cells in the immediate vicinity, but the content of the cells are randomly swapped. Another behavioral property drawn straightforwardly from the real world is that the more people are exerting an influence on an individual, and the more likely the individual changes his behavior. This is modelled by using a social counter for each cell. At each time step, the counter records the cumulative influences α and β from sexual partners, for having safe or unsafe behavior respectively. The influence α is added whereas β is subtracted, in order to model a balance. Formally, we assign to each epidemiological class a number, as shown in Figure 1 . For an individual i, we denote by R i,j,t the number of his sexual partners in epidemiological class j at time t. The influence exerted on i by an individual in class j is denoted v ji . This influence can be seen as the probability that i changes his behavior after a sexual relationship with an individual in j in one unit of time. We abstract it as being either safe or unsafe, and all values are given in Figure 1 ; individuals in state D do not receive social influences, since it is considered that they do not change anymore. The social counter for i has recorded an influence C i (t) at time t expressed by:
We also use two probabilities. The first one represents the probability q for seropositive individuals who are unaware of their status to get tested. Being able to conduct simulations for different probabilities of testing and social influences is of particular interest, since studies have expressed a desire for more prevention than testing, due to considerations such as costeffectiveness. Indeed, it has been "argued that widespread testing could be counterproductive, in so far as this would divert scarce resources from prevention", and prevention "requires safe behaviors among people who are infected and among those who are or may be at risk" [23] . The second probability, p, represents the likelihood of a seropositive individual to transmit the disease to a non-seropositive sexual partner. This likelihood depends on the stage of the disease, thus individuals are also equipped with an age counter. The age counter A i (t) stands for the amount of time units that the individual i has been in the system, at time t. An individual i has a given sexual activity period τ i , after which he is replaced by a new individual. In other words, we have a constant population under deaths and births. The counter is also used to estimate in which stage of the disease an individual is at, and from there what is the likelihood of transmitting the disease. The rules governing an individual i all start by replacing him after τ i times, and are followed by two are summarized in Table I . When the epidemiological class of an individual changes after the rules, his social counter is reset to 0.
III. SIMULATIONS
A. Parameter Estimates
In this section, we explain how the values of our parameters were estimated from the literature. We start by specifying in which proportions our population is divided into epidemiological classes. Then, given the class of an individual, we determine his number of sexual partners. Finally, an individual may be infected by HIV through a partner with a probability depending on the stage at which the partner is. Individuals eventually die, either when they reach the regular end of sexual period or earlier when living with HIV. They are then replaced by individuals with an initial sexual activity age set to 0, and an epidemiological class chosen using the initial distribution of the population. All simulations, in the next two sections, use these parameters as well as a two dimensional toroidal cellular automaton of grid size 30 × 30, and were ran for 2000 times Initially, we consider that there are no seropositive individuals who opted for a very low-risk behavior, since they are considered as an outcome of the system. Thus, the population consists of individuals in either a low or a high-risk group. The latter is often called the core group, and is known to be a minority. However, estimates of the core group vary tremendously since definitions swarm through different studies: for example, the core group in the overall population can be defined as five or more new partners per year [24] whereas this rate corresponds to an amount per day in populations at risks such as sex workers [25] . Our modelling choice is that an individual will be assigned to a high-risk group with a probability of 35%, and thus to a low-risk group with the complementary probability 65%. Given that each group is further divided according to sexual activities (as in [26] ) and seropositivity, the probabilities are 20%, 10%, 25%, and 45% for an individual to be in group LU + , HU + , H − , and L − respectively. The social network of an individual is a randomized neighborhood whose size depends on the epidemiological class of the individual. Indeed, by definition, individuals at lowrisk have less unprotected sexual encounters per week than individuals at high-risk. This difference in the number of partners has been advocated as an important feature to explain why some populations such as men having sex with men were more at risks than others [27] . However, estimates of the number of such encounters per week vary largely across populations: for example, the number of clients of sex workers can range from three to six per day [25] , and the rate of requesting condom use as well as the chance of rejection can bear no resemblance between different settings. Thus, modelling choices are necessary. We abstracted the number of unprotected weekly sexual encounters in the low-risk category to be between 0 and 2, whereas it is 3 or 4 in the high-risk category. Each time step stands for a week thus individuals at low-risk are assigned between 0 and 2 neighbors randomly at each time step, and 3 or 4 for high-risk. Previous studies have shown that the prevalence of high-risk sexual behavior decreases when an individual is aware of being seropositive. A meta-analysis based on 11 articles found an average decrease of 53% and the decrease ranged from 25% to 65% [28] . We incorporate this aspect by considering that people living with HIV and aware of it have around half as many sexual partners as other people. Thus, at a given time step, such individuals have at most one sexual partner, which translates to being assigned either zero or one neighbor.
The average probability of transmitting HIV from one individual to his sexual partner is called the HIV infectivity. An individual infected with HIV undergoes several stages (primary or acute, latency, AIDS) during which the viral concentration in blood and semen varies. The infectivity peaks in the acute stage and it has been suggested that infection at this stage may "account for a great part of the risk of transmis-sion" [29] . Thus, we denote by p a the infectivity in the acute stage, and p r the infectivity in the remaining stages (latency and AIDS). We assign p a to be the average of the maximum infectivity per-contact across types of sexual intercourse, and similarly p r as the average of the minimum. Using the values from [29] , this leads to p a = 0.05 and p r = 0.005. As the authors argued, a probability such as 0.056 may correspond to the acute stage whereas 0.003 to 0.0014 may represent a later stage. More realistic estimates of the infectivity would require additional factors at the individual level (gene mutations, male circumcision, vaginal flora, other sexually transmitted infections, etc.) and between individuals (type of sexual act and direction of transmission) [30] . Such factors could be taken into account by introducing new epidemiological classes: for example, modelling a greater infectivity rate from male to female than from female to male (direction of transmission) could be performed by subdividing each class into male and female (e.g., LU
+ becomes LU + m and LU + f ) [31] . While this would certainly benefit to the realism, it may not yield major changes for the overall dynamic of the system, which is the goal of the simulations.
A study on 13, 030 individuals from 15 countries summarizes the age at seroconversion and the corresponding survival in years [32] . We obtain an indicator of survival using a weighted sum. For example, 31% of individuals were aged 15 to 24 at seroconversion and survived 12.5 years, thus they are expressed as the term 0.31×12.5 in the weighted sum. This method leads to an average survival of 10.82 years. Regarding the life expectancy of sexual activity, we use the estimate of 35 years from a report of the Center for HIV Identification, Prevention, and Treatment Services (CHIPTS) [33] . We assign the initial 'sexual age' of individuals to be between 0 and 35 using a uniform distribution.
B. Simulation Results
1) Impact of Promoting Safer Behaviors:
With a probability q = 0.25% of testing per week and an influence β = 0.03 promoting unsafe behaviors, we observed that a small influence α toward safe behaviors could have a major impact. If we assume a pessimistic estimate of α = 0.005 (i.e., the tendency to promote unsafe behaviors is six times greater), then an oscillatory configuration leads to 90% of individuals living with HIV. However, if we assume α = 0.01, which is still lower than β, the number of such individuals decreases to approximately 80%. Both situations are illustrated in Figure 2 , where thick curves show seropositive individuals and thin curves show non-seropositive individuals. One of the most noticeable changes between the two configurations is that we go from an outcome with a majority of individuals having a highrisk behavior to a situation in which they became a minority. This suggests that influences toward safe behavior can lead to significant improvements even with stronger tendencies toward unsafe behavior, assuming a small probability of testing.
2) Probability of HIV Testing: We studied the two settings of the previous section and doubled q to 0.5%. This achieved a reduction in the proportion of individuals living with HIV to 0.8, mainly due to the increase of individuals in class D who changed their behavior after positive testing. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 3 , the trend in the population is progressively reversed as the proportion of individuals with a high-risk sexual behaviour tends to zero. The improvement showed in Figure 3 Figure 3(b) is not significant at the end of the simulation but yields the same benefits earlier (at 600 weeks instead of 1600).
3) Overall Behavior: When we kept β and q fixed, and only varied α, we observed that the system was bistable: there is a threshold for α below which there is a majority of seropositive individuals, and after which the majority of the population is non-seropositive with a low-risk behavior. Since the transition between the two states was obtained directly by varying α, this is called a first-order phase transition and is common to numerous systems modelled in physics. The same behaviour was found when keeping α and β fixed, and varying q. This suggests that attention should still be paid to policies that yield small improvements in α or q for a given community, since it can reverse the trends in the population.
The particular values of α and q at which the population turns to a beneficial stage strongly depend on the initial distribution in epidemiological classes. For example, in a population with a majority of individuals having a high-risk behavior (10% LU + , 20% HU + , 45% H − , 25% L − ) and the same values β = 0.03, q = 0.25%, a much stronger α = 0.03 (versus 0.01 previously) is needed to achieve the state with a healthy majority.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We modelled the spread of HIV between individuals by taking into account numerous features shown to matter in the real world: type of sexual behavior, impact of testing, explicit sexual contact with different frequencies depending on the sexual behavior, infectivity depending on the stage of the disease, sexual activity period, and social influences. By focussing on the latter, we have shown that promoting a safe sexual behavior in a population could be in the same order of efficiency as HIV testing. If there is a minority of individuals with a high-risk sexual behavior, then the influence toward safe behavior can be lower than the one toward unsafe behavior and yet the overall health of the population can improve. However, as it may be found in high-risk populations, a higher quantity of individuals with a high-risk sexual behavior may require a much higher influence in the community to achieve the same benefits. This study could potentially be used in an optimization manner: by calculating the cost of HIV testing and the promotion of safe behavior, it is possible to search the most cost-effective measure. The search could also be performed by measuring other resources than the raw cost. A particularly interesting approach is to obtain measures for We used the known compartmental approach to model the population at a high level, and explicitly represented the sexual contacts using a cellular automaton. While cellular automata have been previously used to model HIV, it is a novel approach to consider a randomized neighborhood. This accounts for sexual partners changing frequently, as is found in populations at risk. The topology (i.e., the contacts between partners) differs significantly from other cellular automata in which contacts are fixed. Further research could refine the rules of the automaton and introduce additional conditions on random neighborhood to better model target populations.
